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A Write the words under the correct pictures.

1. When it got dark, the hunter realized he lost his chance to ………………………………………… and catch the 
rabbit.

2. During the Academy ………………………………………… Ceremony, successful actors and actresses receive 
the Oscar statue. 

3. Reading and telling stories to children help them improve their ………………………………………… .
4. Among all other superheroes, Superman is known as the most ………………………………………… one.  
5. Practising yoga every day helps you ………………………………………… your muscles and gives you 

elasticity.
6. If I had the superpower of …………………………………………, no one would be able to see me. 
7. I don’t believe Lisa can keep a(n) ………………………………………… because she immediately tells 

everything to everyone around her.
8. In the Olympic Games, there are three classes of …………………………………………: gold for the winner, 

silver for the first runner-up and bronze for the second runner-up.

B Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the words in exercise A.

C Match the words with their definitions. 

award

chase

stretch

secret

medal

invisibility

imagination

powerful

1. unbelievable 
2. distinguished 
3. imaginary 
4. invent 
5. promote 
6. give up 
7. milestone 
8. impoverished 

a. fictitious, invented, unreal
b. a significant point in one’s development/life
c. respected and admired by others
d. to produce something for the first time
e. incredible 
f. to quit, to stop doing something
g. to advance in rank, to get to a better position
h. very poor
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D Match the two halves of the sentences.

E Choose the correct option. 

1. If I earned a little bit more money,
2. If we lived away from the city centre,
3. If wars, famine and epidemics stopped,
4. If I didn’t have to work on my project,
5. If we had flying cars,
6. If people had night vision like cats,
7. If you were immortal,
8. If the weather were better,
9. If I had my own car,
10. If people were more careful about their 

consumption habits,

1. The invention of the number zero was a(n) ---- in the scientific world; if it didn’t exist, modern 
electronics or modern engineering or automation wouldn’t exist either.

 A) failure  B) milestone  C) sense  D) innovator

2. The alarm should go off automatically as soon as smoke is ----.

 A) burnt  B) chased  C) detected  D) heated

3. Stan grew up in a(n) ---- family, but he managed to become the CEO of a huge company and 
earned lots of money throughout his life.

 A) wealthy  B) crowded  C) powerful  D) impoverished 

4. Doctors are still ---- scientific research to find a vaccine against the disease. 

 A) carrying out  B) giving up  C) going on  D) looking at

5. It has been proven that all brands of toothpaste in the market ---- your teeth and whiten them.

 A) protect  B) damage  C) decay  D) promote

6. Galatasaray and Beşiktaş have been long-time ---- in Turkish football, and they have 
competed against each other thousand times so far.

 A) weapons B) friends  C) rivals   D) peers

7. Sue is very upset because her beloved uncle ---- last week after he had a car crash.

 A) gave in  B) broke out  C) passed away  D) made up

8. Spider-Man has the ---- to throw spider webs, and he uses them to move around and hang 
from buildings.

 A) ability  B) weakness  C) loss   D) imagination

9. Unfortunately, we had to cancel our hiking plans ---- terrible weather conditions.

 A) or  B) for   C) but   D) due to

10. First, you have to fill in an application form to ---- in the competition.

 A) quit  B) share  C) participate  D) leave

a. the world would be a better place.
b. you would never die.
c. climate change would be reversed.
d. there would be less traffic on the streets.
e. I would be able to save some to buy a car.
f. I would totally help you with yours.
g. we wouldn’t be able to go to the cinema on foot.
h. they would be able to see in the dark.
i. I wouldn’t have to take the public transport.
j. we would go to the beach in the afternoon. 
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A  

1. invisibility 2. award 3. chase
4. secret 5. stretch 6. powerful
7. imagination 8. medal

B   
1. chase 2. Awards 3. imagination
4. powerful  5. stretch 6. invisibility
7. secret 8. medals

C  
1. e     2. c     3. a     4.d     5. g     6. f     7. b     8. h

D

1. e 2. g 3. a 4. f 5. d 6. h 7. b
8. j  9. i 10. c

E

1. B 2. C 3. D 4. A 5. A 6. C 7. C
8. A 9. D 10. C


